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Internet Marketing Contact Manager RESALE RIGHTS INCLUDED! Keep Track Of Your Business And

Your Customers In More Ways Than Even Thought Possible.... Impress Your Customers And Keep Them

Loyal! Now You Can Keep Track Of Every Detail About Every Customer, And Access That Information

With Just A Quick Mouse Click! How Would You Like Your Customers To Feel So Valued And Special

That They Wouldn't Even Think Of Doing Business With Anybody Else? Do you ever find yourself at a

loss for words, trying to remember a name, a face, or the buying history of a customer? Does keeping

track of important details like these seem to be getting the best of you, with information falling through the

cracks and getting lost? Wouldn't it be great to find an easy and convenient way to keep track of every

detail about every customer, right down to birthdays, anniversaries, and favorite vacation spots? Maybe

you'd like to be able to check for these details quickly and easily so that you can include them in a

conversation so smoothly that your customer can't help but be impressed. Now you can do all this and

much more, thanks to this powerful new contact management software that's specially designed to meet

your needs every time! Now you may have looked at a bunch of different kinds of contact management
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programs that might be able to help you, but so far they have all been too expensive, too complicated, or

both. Using the right contact management software can make all the difference between your business

doing "okay" and your business taking off into wildly successful new directions. How is this possible?

Because the right software allows you to capture all kinds of important information about your customers,

and then access it again quickly and easily when you need it. Most software programs like this are made

for very large companies with very large budgets to spend, which makes sense because this is still a very

profitable market niche for the brand name software companies to serve. More than ever before, though,

Internet marketers just like you are in real need of high quality contact management software that is easy

to set up, easy to use, and easy to afford. And now that exact software is just around the corner! Finally,

you can have the advantages and benefits of using a professional contact management program that's

designed especially for your unique needs.......without busting your budget into pieces. The best way to

manage your customer information and use it to create phenomenal business success is close at hand,

and you're in exactly the right place to get it for yourself! Introducing...... Internet Marketing Contact

Manager IMC Manager for short... This is the first software of its kind, specially designed for internet

marketers and small business owners like yourself to provide comprehensive tools and unparalleled

capabilities in a format that's incredibly easy to set up, use, and make a central part of your ongoing

business success. Whether you are brand new to using contact management software or have been

trying to cobble something together for a long time, there's finally a complete software package available

to help you transform your business and make it the resounding success you've always dreamed about!

Internet Marketing Contact Manager Will Help You Turn Your Business Into A Profit Generating Machine!

* Easy to install, set up, and use right from the start! * Practically limitless ways to record valuable

information and then access it later when it is most useful to you! * Keep track of birthdays, hobbies,

spouses, children, favorite vacation destinations, and so much more! * Add new contacts, update old

contacts, and keep your database current with just a few quick clicks of the mouse! * Never struggle to

remember a name or forget a customer's buying preferences ever again! * IMC Manager can be setup

with multiple user or admin accounts so everyone in your office can add data about your customers each

time they are in contact with them! Internet Marketing Contact Manager is the most valuable and powerful

tool you can have for growing your business to keep your customers incredibly loyal and happy. It doesn't

matter what kind of business you own, IMC Manager can help you make your business more successful



than you ever thought possible! While we built it with Internet marketers in mind, truly anyone that need a

contact management solution will be able to use IMC Manager, honestly the only field that you would not

be able to use if you are not in Internet marketing would be the affiliate number spot, everything else is

universal to any business! And the very best part is that you don't have to be a computer software expert

to install Internet Marketing Contact Manager and put it to work right away. Whether you are an

experienced computer user or just starting out, everything you need to know is contained right in the

software itself! You Can Make Your Business Stronger And More Profitable Using The Power Of Internet

Marketing Contact Manager! So What's Included In Internet Marketing Contact Manager? Here's just a

sample of what's included when you invest in IMC Manager for yourself today... * Easy, Non-Technical

Installation - You'll be astounded at how easy and straightforward it is to download and install IMC

Manager in just a few easy steps. * Create And Update Contact Information Easily - All you have to do to

create a new contact or update an existing contact is click your mouse a couple of times and start

inputting the information exactly as you want it to be! * Fast And Easy Access To Contact Information - It's

incredibly fast and easy to access the contact information you've gathered, making it simple to click your

mouse and get "up to speed" on a contact while your actually carrying on a conversation.....and all

without your contact knowing what's going on! * Customized Information Categories - You can set up

customized information categories to better capture and store the kinds of information that's most

important for your business and for your customers! * Reliable And Bug-Free Operation - This powerful

software is set up to be absolutely solid and reliable, so you'll never have to worry about bugs or glitches

keeping you from getting to the information you need! * Specially Designed With Your Needs In Mind -

Unlike other "brand name" contact management applications, this powerful tool is specially designed to

meet the needs of internet marketers and small business owners like you! * Easy To Follow Online Video

Training Included! You Simply Cannot Remember All Of The Information You Need To Be Successful By

Keeping It In Your Head, Scribbled On Various Pieces Of Paper and Post-It Notes, Or In Some Other

Unreliable, Un-Findable Format! I don't need to say it again, because you're smart enough to have

already figured this out. Effective contact management is worth a huge amount of money when it comes

to running your business profitably. So ask yourself this important question..... What would you do with

your life if your business could make enough money to eliminate all worries about your financial security

& your future? Is it really possible to put a price on that kind of success? Of course not. I don't think so,



and neither do you. And before you think I'm just trying to justify hitting you with a ridiculously steep

purchase price for my new IMC Manager, let me stop you. All B.S. aside, this software really works and I

know it will work for you. I want to see you succeed and I will personally be there for you via e-mail if you

need help. I also want you to be able to afford the program that I'm going to share with you so I'm going to

let you grab the software for a measly $4.99 bucks. ___________________________ Visit My Store For

More Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________
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